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Co-EXist AV-ready framework
How to create awareness about
CAVs?
What is a CAV? How does it behave?
What functionalities can it offer?
What do my citizens feel about the
technology?
Which stakeholders need to be
consulted?
How to create awareness within the
transport authority?
How to develop scenarios that
represent the potential impacts of
CAVs?
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Physical infrastructure

Physical infrastructure
• Road administration cannot guarantee good state of roads.
• What’s needed?

• Additional complexity:

• More than one road authority typically responsible for roads in a city

Q1. Which roads should be prioritised for making them automation ready?
Q2. How can the resources, (new) powers and technology be made available?

Heterogeneity across cities in terms of
readiness of digital infastructure

Where infrastructure digitised, procedures
for immediate updating often lacking

Digital
infrastructure

National action needed, eg, UK DfT-funded
Traffic Regulation Order digitisation
EC ITS Directive also addressing this
Key challenge for cities: financial,
expertise/skills & processes needed

Traffic management in an
increasingly automated system
H2020 MAVEN project is working on mangement
regimes for highly automated vehicles at urban
intersections and role of infrastructure & traffic
manager

Main achievements:
- Extended messages sets to enable platooning and
V2I
- Enhanced traffic control algorithms for CAVs
- Algorithms for forming and progressing a platoon
- Engagement with city/regional traffic managers
about their role

Traffic management in an
increasingly automated system

AV-awareness for TM:

- understand need, urgency and
system functionality

- Build understanding of use cases
and their benefits (if any) in relation to
existing approaches/technologies.
- Start reflection on changes to traffic
management task and role of traffic
manager
- Does city/regional authority have a
policy on AVs?
- What if I do nothing?

AV-based TM planning/preparation:
.

Implementation

Traffic management in an
increasingly automated system

Traffic management strategy
assessment:

.
- How will cooperative perception
and
cooperative driving help me to do my job
better as traffic manager

- Which use cases hold most value for my
city/region? Will the benefit be greater if
implemented together or can it be done
incrementally?
- Which intersections/corridors should be
prioritised?
- How will my role as traffic manager
evolve?

- What influence will I have on vehicle
movements as connected and automated
motoring advances?

Organisational change assessment:

- Do TM staff have right knowledge and
skills?
- How will the use cases affect existing
TM procedures?
- New guidelines for vehicle guidance
and control
Traffic management infrastructure
assessment:
- Traffic signals readiness

- Additional infrastructure needed

- Integration with legacy systems,
systems upgrading?

Digital data assessment:

- Digitise infrastructure – what, who and how?
- Provide access to traffic & infrastructure
related data
Procurement

- Market readiness: is infra/systems on market
already?

- When will equipped vehicles be there in
sufficient numbers to justify action/investment?
- Procurement guidance

Business plan development:
What benefit will it bring?

How much will it cost and who will pay?
What if I do nothing?
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